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THE LEARNING POTENTIAL OF MUD

IS IT WORTH IT?
JASON TYNDALL, NATURE PLAY SA

Nature Play SA’s General Manager
Jason Tyndall presents regularly to
educators, students and parents on
the benefits of nature play and on
how to incorporate it in to everyday
life at school and at home. Jason
explores the benefits of mud
play and celebrates the wealth of
learning potential this sensory-rich
medium has to offer.
Mud.
If I were to say it out loud, what would be the
first words that come to mind?
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Messy?
Dirty?
Inconvenient?
Based on the above, your over-riding conclusion
about mud play may be that it’s just not worth
the hassle…
Let’s rewind back to your childhood. You are
confronted with mud. What would be the first

of mud play for children which, once you are

interacting in the natural environment they are

few words that come to mind?

familiar with, you can share with others within

being active, which aids in the prevention of

your school community:

obesity and cardiovascular-related illness.

HAPPINESS AND
WELLBEING

CRITICAL THINKING AND
PROBLEM SOLVING

In addition to mud being a source of childhood

Mud is an unstructured element of play with

joy, research has demonstrated that exposure

no prescribed use, providing children with full

to friendly bacteria in soil can assist the brain

creative power. Whether determining texture,

to release serotonin, the endorphin used to

consistency, quantities, what to mould, how to

regulate mood. A deficit of serotonin can lead

decorate, what to create, what language to use

to depression and therefore anything that

to describe the properties of mud, there are

releases this endorphin contributes to our

many opportunities that encourage problem

overall happiness. Furthermore, several studies

solving and critical thinking. In addition, sensory

indicate that spending time outside in nature

awareness, fine motor skills, resourcefulness,

has been shown to decrease anxiety and stress

inventiveness, and other lifelong skills can be

sensations of getting dirty and messy in real

levels and reduce symptoms of ADHD.

associated with mud play.

mud offer children an invaluable rich and tactile

IMMUNITY AND OVERALL
HEALTH

STRESS REDUCTION

Studies are now indicating that the cleanliness

of calmness and remedies to control our stress.

of our society is reducing exposure to important

For some, sitting down listening to birds or

bacteria, resulting in increased levels of immune

feeling the wind on your skin overlooking

Further to Angela’s observations, there are many

disorders and allergies (known as the Hygiene

a natural setting can be enough to have an

bodies of research that convey the benefits

Hypothesis). In addition, when children are

effect. For children, feelings of stress or anxiety

Fun?
Exciting?
Joy?
For our kids, maybe it is worth the hassle.
Firstly, it is important to understand the sensory
issues of our current generation. In her book
Balanced and Barefoot, leading US paediatric
occupational therapist Angela Hanscom
notes that sensory issues for children have
rapidly increased. She believes these issues
among children today can arise from a lack of
exposure to a variety of sensory experiences
such as playing in the mud. She says, “The

experience.” Informed by her work, she believes
it is vital not just to expose children to sensory
opportunities but to do so in an outdoor
environment where they can increase their
sensory tolerance to a range of tactile objects.
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As adults, we will often turn to nature in search

are amplified. In some education and home

you are going to introduce mud play at your

incorporate nature pedagogy into your site’s

settings there are few places or activities that

site, you are neither conveying the benefits

culture and Site Improvement Plan.. Displaying

can have meaningful, positive impacts on stress

of mud play nor providing positive dialogue

stories, creations and other artistic expressions

levels for children. A therapeutic and sensory

around the “why”. How much more effective

through mud can provide a powerful platform

solution can often be found in quiet play with

to say something along the lines of: “This term

to demonstrate children’s learning in line

things such as mud, natural loose parts, and

our site is going to explore sensory integration

with the Australian Curriculum or Early Years

items such as pots, measuring and cooking

which is vital for our children’s development

Framework.

utensils. Recent findings by Beyond Blue in

and wellbeing. We will be exploring a number

2017 found 1 in 7 (14%) young people aged

of natural mediums that are ideal platforms

4 – 17 experience a mental health condition

for building and enhancing the sensory

in any given year. The research highlights

experiences of our children. Some of the items

the importance of providing children with

to support exploration are sand, dirt and water

activities and spaces conducive to reducing and

(mud), and natural items such as twigs and

controlling stress and other emotions which they

flowers.” You can go on to say that as part of

need time and space to regulate.

exploring sensory activities children are likely

When talking about mud play with parents (or
with staff who are tentative about the concept
of children getting dirty), there are some
important points to consider:

to get dirty and should have a spare set of
clothes, etc. You can also begin to distribute
ongoing information about the benefits of
nature play and in particular mud. Or, as many
education sites have done, you could celebrate

1. Understand the benefits before

International Mud Day on 29 June and invite

communicating with parents

parents to get muddy for a day with their

If your team of educators is familiar with the
benefits of the sensory-rich nature of mud,
you will be well equipped with the knowledge
needed to confidently convey the “why”. You
will also neet to be prepared to document the
learning potential that you observe (and later
share it). By being familiar with the benefits
you can also develop a common language with
staff and parents that will continually show the
value of mud play and other sensory outdoor

children so they can experience the benefits for
themselves.

In short, the benefits of mud play far outweigh
the mess. The challenge is how we convey
mud, beyond a messy form of play into a
developmentally crucial one that all children
have the right to access. *

[ABOUT JASON]
Jason Tyndall is General Manager of Nature
Play SA. He coordinates the Nature Play SA
Collective membership initiatives, presents
regularly at workshops and conferences, and
delivers tailored professional development for
educators and parent groups on the benefits
of nature play and how to incorporate it into
school and home life.

3. Document and celebrate your
observations
Documentation enables strong reflective
practice about the way children engage in
play and is an important tool for conveying

Nature Play SA also offers a range of services
for educators such as AGM keynotes, parent
information sessions and workshops for
educators (discounted rates for members).

benefits to the parent community. Visual stories
in particular are a powerful means to bring
learning to life – especially when you are seeing
the outcomes associated with open-ended
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2. Frame mud as an important learning tool

objects. Documentation can also lead to further

Nature Play SA’s 25 things to do in winter

rather than a mode of play

professional development opportunities such

If you simply say to your parent community that

as floor books and a desire to understand and

experiences.

Dirt + Water = Childhood info sheet
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